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Arabic. These challenges are related to cards with words on them that learners must place into sentences without any errors. The game provides feedback for each word placement. After the learner has completed the game they are given a score which helps them see their progress. Mnemonic learning strategies are sometimes used for specific languages that have a large number of words that are
written using the same script. In these cases, a script reform can be considered to group several words together to make them easier to memorize. For example, in Arabic, a new word can be created by adding a ligature to an existing word. This new word would then be memorized along with the original word. This technique is commonly called "tashkeel" in Arabic.

There are also many digital tools designed for language learning available for free on the Internet, including software and apps designed specifically for language learning.  

Other resources that have been published as a reference include the following books:

Other resources that have been useful for Arabic learners include the following online dictionaries, news sites, and electronic magazines: There are several online dictionary sites that provide English definitions to Arabic words which can be useful for learners. Online definitions are also available for several dialects of Arabic, including Amazigh (Berber), Egyptian, Levantine Arabic (Syria/Lebanon),
Najdi (Saudi Arabia/Yemen), Gulf Arabic (Bahrain/Qatar/Kuwait), Omani (Oman) and Sudanese. Some of these dictionaries also allow users to upload their own definitions. There are several online sites that provide Arabic news in various dialects. These sites can be useful for learners to improve their reading skills and also can be used for learners who are working on speaking the language, since
they provide an opportunity to read aloud. Several websites have been developed by people with knowledge of Arabic as a second language or by people who are studying the language. These sites provide grammar lessons, cultural notes, vocabulary lists and other resources that may be useful to learners of Arabic. 

Arabic / English resource site / Forum (lectures, lessons, grammar etc.) http://arabi4you. Al Rassam Al Arabi v3.1 R1 37
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